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INTRODUCTION

The paper by Timothy Bresnahan and myself that follows is unlike the other papers in this
volume in two distinct respects. The first is that it develops and assesses an explanation of
industrial dynamic behavior through the use of sophisticated statistical models and tests. The
paper is written very much in the idiom of that literature, and this may obscure the story line a
little. I will tell the story a little more plainly below. (Details of the evidence not given in the
paper that follows may be found in the various articles by myself and Bresnahan and myself
given in the paper's bibliography). Secondly, the paper, though relatively abstract in its
procedures, is very concrete in its data; and they focus the reader's attention on events that came
to an end fifty-nine years ago. I will also explain why these events, so far from current, should
nonetheless command the interest of people concerned with the future of the industry.

Let me speak first of history. Marc Bloch says that history is always relevant. At a meeting in
Paris, he seems an appropriate figure to invoke. I want in this introduction to explicate two
particular sorts of relevance my story has. One is the relevance of direct analogy. There are
lessons that may be taken literally from past experience. But there is an indirect sort of relevance
in the history I will recount as well. The first day's discussions in the June GERPISA meeting
suggested (to me at any rate) that the distinctive Toyota production system may not be a stable
one, never mind a model to which all others must converge. There were questions, both in
papers and from the floor, about whether there really was "one best way," or perhaps three best
ways, or a thousand flowers blooming in this question of which production systems will survive.
Talk of the commercial viability of particular production systems necessarily implicates a
population of systems against which the chosen one competes. Populations evolve over time.
Bresnahan's and my paper says that for empirical evidence it is useful to examine a period of
heterogeneity in production methods over a time period long enough to observe the change
mechanism of evolution. If there is to be any hope of understanding what makes for viability,
one must observe a whole life-cycle of production systems.

In the story below, there are two issues in the background that bear on these matters. The first is,
what is the nature of the equilibrium that one observes at any moment in the population of
production systems? Is it unique or are there multiple equilibria?  Second, what is the selection
mechanism that causes this population of production systems to evolve over time? Do chance
events play a role in this? What aspects of production systems will be favored by the likely
chance events that may occur?

So much for orientation. Let me begin by describing the status quo of industrial organization in
American automobile manufacturing in the decade of the 'teens. The rise to mass production
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dominance of the Ford Motor Company through the displacement of handwork by machines and
the centralized control this permitted is very well known. It is worth noting that the Ford
company was not primarily an innovator in individual manufacturing techniques.  They did
many small things all together, in a decisive way, and through exploiting those measures pushed
the scale of their operations to orders of magnitude larger than those of the competitor firms.
Unit costs fell, and so did prices. Demand exploded. Market share swelled.

The focus of industry histories in this period on Ford notwithstanding, there were, throughout
the decade, a large number of other producers. These firms made their cars in a different way.
Hand methods were used intensively in the interiors of the cars; they were used to make the
bodies; and they were used in balancing to very fine levels of symmetry all of the many parts
and sub-assemblies in an automobile that rotate. These methods had consequences consumers
valued. The visible ones were gorgeous. The invisible ones were palpable: the operation was
dramatically smoother, the ride more elegant. The contrast with the Ford Model T in these
respects was vivid. This second class of firms used a very different sort of production system
from Ford, much less tightly coupled and very intensive of the labor of highly skilled employees
and in the attention and judgement of those employees.

In the course of the decade of the twenties, more than half a dozen companies grew large with
respect to their earlier size. But only two companies grew to anything like the size of Ford. At
the level of brute facts about population characteristics, one might well ask why there was so
little change. It seems to me there are two broad categories of explanations. One is that
organization change is in fact difficult for managers to implement for a variety of reasons
discussed in other GERPISA papers. The second has to do with marketing, with the relationship
between firms and their customers rather than with relationships strictly within the firm. One
needs to invest in a public image for the product, so that the customers know what to expect
from the company. One also needs to invest in an infrastructure of dealers and distribution. Now
the striking thing about investments in organizational routine and in these aspects of marketing
is that they are sunk costs. Once such an investment has been made, it is far easier and far less
costly to go along as before than to change. This induces into the careers of the firms and so into
the history of the population of the firms an element of path dependency.

To speak of population change in terms of the size distribution of firms is to speak of effects
rather than causes. In the decade of the twenties there were two innovations that fundamentally
changed the industrial organization of the American industry.  The first was the implementation
by some firms of a strategy of designing common parts into multiple superficially different
models. These firms would manufacture many different models. But the manufacturing
operations would not be independent. The common parts would be produced in very long
production runs with the sort of American System manufacturing methods and
interchangeability tolerances, and all of the investment in infrastructure those required, that Ford
had developed and exploited so effectively. The two principle firms to do this were General
Motors and Chrysler. They did it to compete with Ford. General Motors implemented it after a
long and rather difficult struggle. GM was a relatively decentralized organization and it's chief
Alfred Sloan spent a great deal of time trying to persuade members of the staffs of the different
divisions of General Motors that they should go along with this strategic scheme of his. When
Walter Chrysler organized Chrysler Corporation, he saw from the start that this would be
competitively valuable and he hard-wired it from the start into the structure of the organization.
Chrysler had several divisions, but it had only one central engineering staff. Chrysler believed,
as Sloan did, that design engineers were fundamentally lazy and they would not design many
different versions of essentially the same part. Chrysler saw to it that there was a single small
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What was the economic significance of this common parts strategy? It functioned as a
competitive weapon in both an active and a passive way. As an active weapon, it led to lower
unit costs; it led to lower costs of annual model changes (which had been around for some years
before but began in this period to be used as an entry barrier); and it lessened the expense  of
manufacturing firms offering a range of models to their dealers. This made the manufacturers
more attractive to the dealers and made their bonds more durable: there were more customers
coming through the showrooms and the brand loyalties individual dealers could exploit were
proportionately increased. It also turns out that this common parts strategy was a very valuable
passive weapon. Since the parts were made in relatively longer production runs, they were
relatively easier (that is, relatively less costly to make) with American system methods and,
most to the point, with cheap labor.

The second innovation is what gives real force to this passive aspect. The second innovation, in
the language of contemporary macroeconomics, was the Great Depression. The Great
Depression came as a great surprise to manufacturers in the American automobile industry and,
more strikingly, it lasted far longer than any of the firms seem to have expected. Articles and
editorials in the trade press and internal documents of the executive committees and the boards
of directors of operating companies during this period all suggest that no one expected the
Depression to last anything like as long as it did.

The effect of the Depression on the population of production strategies in this industry was quite
striking. Recall that there are basically two kinds of firms in this industry, the mass production
firms and the skill-intensive firms the paper refers to as craft producers. The differences in
technology and organization induced notable differences in the patterns of their short-run labor
demand.

The mass production firms typically operated many local assembly plants. They made their
large (corporate) profits on volume rather than on unusually large price-cost margins. (Indeed,
margins were significantly higher at the expensive end of the market). That the workforces
behind these large volumes were essentially unskilled meant that training costs were low. Most
of their variable costs lay in materials. In the face of a falling off of demand, the cheapest way
for such firms to respond was to contract production at the margin (say, by closing some plants).
If and when demand were to come back, it would be relatively easy to hire workers, to train
them reasonably briskly, and to bring the plants back into production. What happened as the
Depression rolled on was precisely that this sector contracted (quite radically, indeed) at the
margin. Infra-marginally, the assets supporting corporate operations--design staffs, the core
procurement, logistics, and manufacturing expertise, and the distribution infrastructure,
remained intact. Buying time in this marginal way was inexpensive for the mass production
sector.

The craft production sector faced very different costs and thus very different choices. They were
typically single-establishment firms. If they closed the one factory, that was it, they were gone.
They operated at low volume. Their workforce was relatively highly skilled and in some cases
extremely highly skilled. The skill was often firm-, product, and even parts-specification-
specific. The way such firms responded to the Depression was to hang on to their labor force for
dear life. They kept the labor force (this locus of organizational learning) together absolutely as
long as they could. They feared that if they laid off their employees, the employees would join
some other employer or go to some other part of the country to find some work. In order to
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expand production, if and when demand came back, it would be necessary to pay the costs of
assembling this organization, developing all of the firm- and product-specific learning, all over
again. So what the craft production firms did was to keep their labor forces together as long as
possible. Unfortunately, the Depression lasted longer than that. The collapse of the banking
system and the immense caution of the capital markets in the 1930s did not help: the institutions
that might have allowed the firms to borrow against the future were not lending. Thus the firms
ran out of money; they were obliged to go bankrupt; and because of the entry barriers that had
been induced by the common parts strategies, it was never feasible for these firms to come back
into production.

This dominant selection mechanism was thus entry and exit. It was not ongoing firms changing
their production systems. Firms generally adjust their organizational systems very slowly if at
all. Only in crisis does one generally see prompt and radical internal change.

What does this story tell us, in itself and speaking to the GERPISA debates? First of all, the
equilibrium of the American industry in the nineteen twenties did not involve only one
production system. There was heterogeneity in this population. Secondly, there is no systematic
evidence that in 1929 the craft production firms were unprofitable. The strategy looked at that
time like it was a viable one, producing a reasonable return on invested capital. There thus was
not, in the decade of the twenties, one best system. Thirdly, the later and much more
oligopolistic equilibrium, which persisted, roughly speaking, from the end of the Depression
into the 1960s or 70s, did basically involve only one system. But, fourthly, this was not because
that system was cheaper due to greater scale economies (as suggested at least implicitly in most
of the historical literature on the American industry). That system survived where the craft-
based system failed because of chance events that struck at the dynamic weaknesses of its
competitors and esssentially wiped out the whole sector of those competitors.

The direct relevance of this history to present problems may conceivably be limited.  The
narrative focuses our attention on identifying the traits of production system that were adaptive;
and in the 1920s, flexibility came from a low-skill system (and thus from the common parts,
because that led to cutting back at the margin when demand fell off) competing against a high-
skill one. Labor today may be much more costly and less flexible across all systems. (On the
other hand, the sunk costs of new product development and, more saliently, of model
changeover and shakedown in some production systems may be equally heterogeneous. So
differential dynamic flexibility may still be an issue. The story may have some direct relevance
after all). The indirect relevance, however, seems to me to be unambiguously great. For the big
question this perspective raises is how flexible different production systems are relative to one
another with regard to changes in product-market, technological, and factor-markets. GERPISA
researchers have documented that there is again to at least some extent a heterogeneous
population with several systems. To understand the future of such a population, one must ask
questions about the mechanics of population change. To what kind of shocks will each sort of
system respond well? Which sorts of shocks will favor one system over another? What sorts of
shocks are in fact most likely? The fate vis-à-vis one another of systems will lie in their relative
vulnerabilities to the changes in their common operating environments that actually come about.
In assessing the future, it is important not to underestimate the importance of past decisions and
committments on organizations' current and prospective capabilities. Those capabilities are
important, in their turn, not just because of what they allow in the well-understood present. They
are important because of the adaption they permit to unexpected developments in the future.
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******

The American motor vehicle industry underwent a profound transformation between 1910 and
the post-World War II period. Mass production techniques triumphed; the industry grew
concentrated; and the basic context of labor relations altered permanently. Mass production had
established itself in several firms by 1929, but three-quarters of the establishments in the
industry that year seem to have manufactured with a very different process. Over the six years
1929-1935, a dramatic wave of exit removed much of the old small-scale craft-style production
technology, high-skill blue collar labor, and single-plant firm organization. This period of very
rapid transformation is remarkable, quite unlike the long, slow shift from mass production to the
Toyota system in modern times. It raises general issues of the role of shortrun shocks in
long-run industry evolution.

In the literature on the history of this industry, a simple theory of the transition from craft
production to mass production methods has been common1. This theory is that the competitive
advantages that enabled mass production plants to survive the Great Depression are the same as
the long-run competitive advantages those plants possessed, namely low average and marginal
cost at large scale. This "survivorship" interpretation assumes away the possibility of dynamic
forces at work in the short-run.

We examine the plant closure decision between 1929 and 193S using a new micro database. The
plant level data we use were originally collected by the Commerce Department for biannual
manufacturing Censuses. They have only recently become available to researchers. The
economics of plant closure in the Depression cannot be studied with the best previously
available data, since that is all aggregated to the industry level.

The simple survivorship story says plants will close when price is below long run average cost.
If there are dynamic forces at work in the short run, a different kind of shutdown threshold
model is appropriate. The plant's fixed costs affect the shutdown decision very differently
depending on whether they are sunk or recoverable2. While these analytical distinctions play an
important role in the theoretical literature, they do not in empirical studies of exit. The relevant
analytical concept has no directly observable counterpart: no accounting system reveals the user
costs of the recoverable (not sunk) assets of a plant or firm. But plant owners' behavior can
reveal the nature of their dynamic thinking.

Our analysis is based on an econometric decomposition of the shutdown behavior of
heterogeneous plants. The analysis investigates how the shutdown decision depends on current
cash flow (CF) and, separately, on unobserved heterogeneous asset costs. This involves
estimating a two equation system for shutdown (a dummy variable) and CF. It also gives us
information about the form of plant and firm level heterogeneity that predicts shutdown. Variety
in marginal cost that offers some plants competitive advantage at the trough will appear as
superior cash flow, and the superior cash flow will explain superior survivability. Variety in
expectations or in the sunkness/recoverability of fixed costs will not appear in CF, but will
affect shutdown behavior. We use a discussion of production technology to give us proxies for
the choice of mass versus craft production techniques at the plant level, and also to suggest the
main differences between technologies related to plant costs.
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The picture our estimates offer of the motor vehicle industry shake out departs dramatically
from the survivorship one. The user costs of plants' fixed assets, and not current cash flow, drive
much of the cross-sectional variation in survival probabilities and predict most of the difference
between mass and craft production plants. This result is surprising since the mass production
technology has higher fixed costs for physical capital. To understand this puzzling difference
between short run behavior and long run technology, we go on to examine the short run
behavior in more detail. Two further conclusions emerge. First, product differentiation provided
substantial protection from competition to craft production plants.

Second, the assets with high user costs at craft production plants were high-skill blue collar
labor's plantspecific human capital. The craft technology offered substantially less flexibility in
labor force adjustment. These further results clarify what happened along the industry's
transition path. The long run transition had been slowed by product differentiation blunting
competition's edge. But it was precipitated in the early 1930s by a crisis in which the dynamic
(i.e. flexibility) advantages of the new technology were important.

I. A FRAMEWORK FOR PLANT-SHUTDOWN ANALYSIS

We follow the recent entry literature and interpret the decision whether or not to keep a plant
open as revealing a latent profitability variable1. The kinds of plants that remain open must be
those managers believed to be worth keeping open. Just as in the literature, we view this
decision as trading off variable profits, which can be earned only if the plant operates, against
fixed costs that must then be bome. The novelty in our treatment lies in the way we illuminate
this tradeoff.

Profitability has a current cash flow component and a dynamic capital cost component. The
condition for plant i to be open in period t is

(Pit-AVCit) Qit  ≥ RFCit,
                                 CFit  ≥ RFCit            (1)

The left-hand side is cash flow or variable profits at time t, calculated as price minus average
variable costs times unit sales2. On the right-hand side are the user costs of the plants'
recoverable fixed assets (recoverable fixed costs, hereafter RFC). It is only the recoverable
portion of fixed costs that matter since sunk costs cannot be avoided by closing the plant. Also,
the user costs of the fixed assets depends on (owners' or managers') expectations about the
future value of keeping the asset in place.

Plants owned by firms competing in the same industry may have made different product and
process choices, as the craft- and mass-production plants in our sample did. One would expect
measures of this heterogeneity as in long-run choices, call them Xit, to predict both CFit and
RFCit Competition, for example, would tend to raise the cash flow of firms with lower marginal
cost technologies. If different technologies have different sunk costs, RFCit will vary with Xit.

                                                
1 Berry (1992), Bresnahan and Reiss (1990), and Sutton (1991) all comment on heterogeneity of potential entrants in threshold

entry models. Dunne, Roberts, and Samuelson (1988) also emphasize the heterogeneity of entrants of different types. Like us,
Carlton (1983), Lane (1988), and Reiss and Spiller (1989) have all used postentry continuous valued dependent variables to
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More generally, current competitive advantages to particular choices show up as CFit (Xit),
while dynamical forces show up in RFCit (Xit). From a theoretical perspective, there is little
more than an identity here; we are labelling all forces affecting plant closure     other    than through
current variable profits as RFC.

From a measurement perspective, use of this identity can illuminate the tradeoffs implicit in
plant closure. In plant-level econometric studies, one interprets (1) as a crossing condition for a
latent profitability variable. A model for the plant open/close decision takes the form

Pr (Open it) = f(Xit ß)                                        (2)

The parameters  ß are the sum of two separate effects: ∂CF/∂X and ∂RFC/∂X. Our strategy will
be to estimate a single descriptive probit like (2) filst. We will then add a simultaneous equation
for CF. Having estimated both together, we can tell ∂CF/∂X from ∂RFC/∂X. That is, our
estimates show whether still-open plants had relatively high current profitability (high CF) or
whether intertemporal considerations (low RFC) give them their advantages.

For motor vehicles in the areat Depression, we will be particularly interested in ∂CF/∂T versus
∂RFC/∂T, where T stands in for measures of plants' technical capabilities. The old industry
history suggested that mass production techniques diffused quite swiftly following the publicity
surrounding Ford's five-dollar day announcement in 19141. But Hounshell (1984) has
documented the general slow diffusion of mass production methods in American industry and
argues through a case study that this was true in motor vehicle manufacturing as well. Recent
research suggests this assessment is correct2. At the onset of the Great Depression, there was
still considerable variety in choice of technique. We create proxies to distinguish mass from
craft production plants in 1929. Our measurement goal is to estimate how these predict the two
sides of (1) then and later.

There are two general classes of hypotheses. The first is that mass production plants had a
marginal cost advantage over craft plants. In the boom Twenties, both types were involved in
supply. In the crash of the Thirties, the industry slid down its short run supply curve, using only
effficient plants in supply. The second class of hypotheses focuses instead on the non-marginal
costs of plant-specific assets. The fixed costs of keeping a plant open at the trough could be
smaller than those in long run average cost, for example if capital costs are sunk. These
hypotheses concem the pattern of recoverable (unsunk) fixed costs across technology types.

2. DATA AND PROXIES  FOR CHOICE OF TECHNIQUE

We base our statistical calculations on plant-level data from Censuses of Manufactures covering
the years 1929 and 1935, the first and last years of the period for which the original records still
exist. By 1935, an early recovery year, most of the transitory effects of the Great Depression
were past and the permanent impact on the stock of plants and firms in operation could be
observed3. We have linked the Census records by plant names and addresses into a panel
dataset. Most of our analysis centers on predicting plant open status in 1935 as a function of

                                                
1 See, e.g., Thomas 1977 and Rae 1965.
2 See Nelson 1990, Bresnahan and Raff 1991, and Raff 1992.
3 The contraction through 1933 saw closing plants play a large role in the decline of aggregate employment and output in the

industry. The expansion through 1935 had a much smaller role for reopening and newly-opening plants; output and
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proxies for choice of technique observed circa 1929. This section explains our choice of
technique proxies and the other data used in our analysis.

The explanation is rooted in engineering history. Before the introduction of mass production
techniques into the American vehicles industry, the craft production system prevailed. Almost
all pans fabrication was done to relatively low tolerances and almost all the worlk of assembling
parts into subassemblies and completed vehicles therefore required the skills and tools of a
master mechanic1. Individual workers performed a great many complex tasks, largely setting the
pace of those tasks themselves. Production runs were short2.

The mass production system that eventually replaced this is a cluster of manufacturing
innovations including the development and utilization of strictly interchangeable parts, radically
simplified tasks, sequential and logistically integrated operations, centrally paced moving
assembly lines, and relatively sophisticated control systems. Interchangeable parts form the
foundation3. The central idea is that with fitting no longer required, unskilled employees could
be used and the pace of their work could be controlled centrally and efficiently.

Each of the component elements of mass production could in fact be implemented on a
piecemeal basis, but the dramatic productivity improvements Ford initially made famous came
from implementing them all together. Doing this had the effects of lowering long run marginal
cost and so, all else constant, of increasing production at the expense of large fixed
commitments to physical and organization capital. Exploiting these opportunities required
production runs long enough to justify the investment.4

Customers' desire for variety, widely thought to have risen sharply in this industry in the decade
of the 'twenties, is in fundamental conflict with long production runs for final output5. This
fundamental conflict prevented the immediate spread of mass production methods to all vehicles
and to all parts of mass-produced vehicles6. The old style of work was most suited to
body-building, interior work of all sorts, and the manufacturing of high-performance engines in
small production runs--the relatively obvious features of vehicle construction. Between them,
these represented a large portion of the value-added of most expensive cars and most trucks7.
Thus whatever marginal acquisitions might had been made in the stock of machines or
equipment, the change from craft to mass production as an overall production strategy within a
company would have been a radical one8. Mass production meant changes in the skill mix of the
labor force, in the specifications of intermediate inputs, in the physical layout of the plant, in
plant management and systems, perhaps in supplier relations, and certainly in the ability of the
distribution system to absorb the higher output. These are not matters for casual adjustment at
the margins.

                                                
1Meyer 1981
2 Lewchuk 1987.
3 This use of interchangeable parts known to historians as the "American System" of manufacturing. See Rosenberg, ed., 1969

and Hounshell 1984.
4 This was why the standardization movement among smaller manufacturers in this industry had its first real successes with

specifications for items of very general usefulness such as screws and bolts (Thompson 1954).
5 Systematic efforts to lengthen production runs for parts by a common components design policy were another approach. These

required sophisticated management and the development of this approach represents the emergence of the modern link
between the mass production. the marketing efforts of the firm, and the multiproduct span of central control. See Raff 1991 for
more detail on which firms did this, when, and how large the effects might have been.

6 The common parts strategy was not viable for all products, nor could it be rendered appealing to all customers. See footnote 21
below.

7 There is thus for both cars and trucks good reason to suspect demand and technology are correlated in cross section.
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There are no direct measures of establishments' commitment to the interchangeable parts
strategy or any of the other individual operational elements. We therefore sought choice of
technique proxies--indicia of the overall technological systems at plants. All are observed circa
1929 but are probably fixed in the short run.

¥ Physically large plants are not to be identified in any simple way with the choice of the mass
production approach. Craft production is essentially a constant returns technology, so that craft
plants could be larger or smaller depending upon the level of demand. On the other hand, the
mass production approach is characterized by extreme division of labor and intensive utilization
of the actual labor input. Vehicles per wage-earner month is a good measure of this. Its value in
1929 proxies capacity because 1929 was, for most of the year, a very successful period
throughout the industry.

¥ Mass production motorvehicles plants employed powerful metal-forming and
materials-handling equipment to make and move their parts. We use 1929 installed horsepower
per wage-earner month to proxy the intensity of investment in this sort of heavy equipment.

¥ We added a new plant dummy (whether the plant opened after January 1, 1928). This is
ambiguous in its interpretation, but it might proxy for new technology.

These first three variables could be constructed using Census data in a straightforward way.

The effective use of mass production techniques in a plant also involves changes in management
structure and other strategic choices at the level of the firm1.16 Neither of the two variables we
wished to use here has an adequate definition in the Census questionnaires, so we augmented it
with data from archival sources. The first variable is a central management dummy: Mass
production exploits intensively centralized coordination activities and so raises their value. The
second management/operations variable that seemed relevant is the degree to which the firm is
vertically integrated backward into parts and components. This was coupled to mass production
in this period due to concerns about the hold-up problem2.

We call the five variables collectively T. They capture managerial as well as purely technical
heterogeneity, but the incentives to implement the managerial changes were fundamentally
technological. Firms that had plants with "better" techniques would, ceteris paribus, be at a
competitive advantage and earn higher variable profits on the products sourced at those plants.
They certainly had larger fixed costs in the long run. They might have higher or lower RFCit.

An analysis based only on technology proxies leaves out demand forces. Our empirical analysis
brings them in by dividing establishments into five market segments based on 1929 product
types. A plant was identified as a car plant if more than 50 percent of its revenues came from
passenger cars (including chassis)3. It was identified as a truck plant if more than 50 percent of
its revenues came from trucks (again, including chassis). Within car plants, those whose
revenues per car exceeded $ 1 000 are identified as "expensive" car plants; those under that
figure are "cheap"4. The cut-off figure for trucks was $ 2 000. Beyond these four market
segments is a residual category of establishments making buses, taxis, fire trucks, ambulances,

                                                
1 Chandler 1977.
2 Appendix I gives definitions and procedures for these two variables.
3 We count a chassis as a vehicle so as to include "mother plants" shipping kits.
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hearses, street-cleaning vehicles, and paddy wagons. The market-segment dummies are
collectively called S.

Table 1 gives definitions and Table 2 shows descriptive statistics for all the data used in our
statistical analysis. The sample here is plants open in 1929 and with no missing data1. All the
independent variables are observed for all plants. Table 2 also shows sample statistics for
variables in 1935.

see Tables 1 and 2

As a first cut at how choice of technique predicts plant closure, we estimated the probits in
Table 3. The dependent variable in the first column is plant-open status in 1935. Plants
answering "yes" include both those that were in operation through the trough and those that
closed for a time between 1929 and 1935.

 see Table 3

The test statistics at the bottom of the Table concern the hypotheses that the coefficients of all
the T's and of all the S's are zero. The T's cannot be excluded: variety in choice of technique
predicts plant closure status. The most significant regressor individually is VSWEM, which
suggests a productivity measure of mass production. But in the light of technology history, we
prefer to proceed using an index based on all five T's as our indicator.

What do the T's represent? Figure I plots the predicted probability on the Y-axis and the inner
product of the T's and their coefficients on the X-axis. (Here and later, we call predicted values
that vary only with T "net of segment means.") Open plants are shown with (*), closed ones
with (-). The upper part of the Figure shows all establishments and identifies market segments.
The segments fall into three main groups and broadly speaking, the segment groups with larger
markets have the higher values of the technology index. The lower part of the Figure breaks out
selected plants and groups of plants.

see Figure 1

A gloss may be helpful. Mass production in this industry came first to Ford and Chevrolet2.

Thirty-nine of the top forty establishments in the probit are mass market mass production plants
making Chevrolets and Fords. Big Three plants firms known to have used techniques more
intensive in handwork such as Lincoln and Cadillac are systematically lower in the list3. Plants
of firms know to have more craft-intensive methods such as Auburn, Packard, Pierce Arrow,
and Rolls Royce are also ranked lower4.So are Big Three plants making non-luxurious products
with markedly smaller markets, most vividly GM Truck. The establishments in the bottom third
of the list, about whose methods very little is known, have small output rates. Large scale is not
necessarily mass production; but small scale certainly is not.

                                                
1 Of the 211 plants open in 1929, one had missing accounting data for 1935. We exclude this plant from all analyses, whether

they use the 1935 data or not. Our sample also ecludes 25 plants open in 1935 but not in 1929 since we only study exit and not
new entry.

2 Raff 1991.
3 lbid. In the most extreme example, Babson (personal communication) reports having taken an oral history from a man who said

he assembled engines using craft methods at Cadillac circa 1931. Chase 1930 writes (359) that "To attain thc degree of
refinement, length of life, freedom from noise, and absence of vibrafion required in a car selling in the highest price range, it is
essential to work to unusually close limits, and to finish many parts all over that otherwise might be left rough on some
surfaces. Grinding, polishing, and lapping operafions represent a considerable portion of the total machining cost of the
Cadillac engine; and only a few of these operations can be done [i.e. to the requisite standard] on fully or even semi-automatic
machines. Hand fitting is avoided, so far as possible, by holding the parts to very close limits al the machines, but selective
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Thus to the extent one can confirm facts through trade and archival sources and through
ordering comparisons, our T's appear to get choice of technique correct1.

This first investigation serves mostly to confirm what was already known. Historians of the
industry had noted, in an unsystematic way, the survival of mass production firms and the
demise of many luxury marques over the Great Depression. Our 1991 investigation showed that
the closing plants were smaller in employment. revenue and output and less productive in 1929.

3. CHOICE OF TECHNIQUE, PROFITABILITY, AND SURVIVAL

To learn what economic mechanism led to the relative succcss of mass production plants, we
added an equation for CF at the plant level. The intuition behind our approach is simple.
Suppose that both CFit and RFCit are functions of S and T. We can then estimate a CF-equation,
correcting for sample selection bias, to learn ∂CF/∂T. The probit for plant closure measures both
effects. But with separate estimates of the probit and the CF equation, we can back out
∂RFC/∂T2. We model the CF equation as an unknown deterministic function of S and T plus an
error term:

CFit = CF(Sit, Tit) + ε cfit            (2)

Of course, CF can only be observed for open plants. We model RFCit in the same way:

RFCit = RFC(Sit,Tit) + ε RFCit , (3)

Unfortunately, RFC it is not directly observable. Accounting data on the historical cost of fixed
capital are reliable, but they do not distinguish either user costs or sunkness. Managers
understand these matters, however, and an inference from managers' behavior certainly is
possible. The plant-open profitability condition is

CFt (Sit,Tit) + ε CFit - RFCt(Sit,Tit) - ε RFCit>0

We can estimate (2) and (4) as a system and draw inferences about RFCit.

Most of the econometric assumptions we make in implementing this are standard. We model
both deterministic functions as linear, and both errors as normal. Typically, to make the
assumption of normality for a size variable like CF plausible, one would take logs. Yet CF takes
negative values. Accordingly, we model it as heteroscedastic normal in the levels, with σCF
proportional to predicted CF.3

                                                
1 We ran the same probit for survival to 1931 and 1933, and repon the results in the next two columns of Table 3. (The 1931

sample size is smaller because of missing schedules.) The testing results are essentially the same for all three years. The
slightly weaker 1933 results have more to do with the ability of the 1933 data to determine the coefficients with precision than
with structural change: the coefficients are notably less precisely estimated and the data cannot reject the restriction that the
coefficients of the Ts are proportional  across years. The probit predicted values for different years are all correlated at over
.98. We see no persuasive evidence of a structural shift and the cross-year similarity led us to concentrate on one for the rest of
the paper.

2 Of course, since the estimates of ∂RFC/∂T come only from the probit, their identification is conditional on an unknown
constant of proportionality. Appendix II contains a more detailed discussion of the identification issue.

σ2 εcf σ2 2. 
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Estimates for the two equation sample selection system are presented in Table 4. At the bottom
of the Table are test statistics for the hypotheses of primary interest; can S and T be excluded
from CF() and RFC() in (2) and (4)? All four restrictions are rejected.

 see  Table 4

The coefficients are read as follows. The coefficient of 2.43 on the expensive car dummy in the
CF equation means that when compared to the omitted "other vehicles" category, an expensive
car plant is expected to have cash flow of $ 24,3 million more. Similarly, the same dummy's
2.71 coefficient in the RFC equation means those plants are predicted to have a higher
recoverable per period fixed cost of approximately $ 27,1 million dollars. These two figures
roughly offset, so an expensive car plant and an "other" plant are predicted to have about the
same probability of survival (at the same Ts.)

The coefficients in the RFC equation can be given dollar valuations (like that $ 27.1 million)
only because we assume we "know" the variance of the probit error in (4). This is the familiar
problem that discrete dependent variable systems can at best be identified up to scale. Yet, there
is a fact in the data which is letting us separate CF() from RFC() coefficents1. Expensive car
plants have higher cash flow; we learn that from the    actual    equation for CF(). Expensive car
plants, in the probit, are no more survivable. The model    imputes    to their managers a higher RFC
to explain their plant closure behavior.

Once again, it makes more economic sense to consider all of the T variables as a single
technology index. The predicted values of CF and RFC, with only T varying, are graphed in
Fgure 22.28 The vertical axis has natural units, millions of dollars of cash flow. Note that small
positive values of CF are by far the most common. The horizontal axis, predicted RFC, has units
only conditional on the probit normalizing assumption. Its wide spread, however, reflects the
fact that in the probit, the T's have much of their predictive impact on plant closure through RFC
rather than through CF. A simulation makes this vivid. We changed the T's at every plant to
those at an exemplary mass production plant, the Chevrolet plant in Flint, MI. First we let only
CF(S,T) change as T varied, then only RFC(S,T). In the first case, average predicted survival
probabilities rise by .06; in the second, by .16.

see Figure 2

Both halves of this finding demand explanation. Why doesn't ∂CF/∂T explain most of the
superior survivability of mass production plants? Those plants' lower marginal cost plus
competition should have made inefficent craft production plants have low variable profits and so
to low values of CF. And why does high ∂RFC/∂T explain the superiority? Mass production
plants have large capacity and low marginal cost but very high fixed costs. If plant shutdown
behavior at the trough reflected the long run cost curve in a straightforward way, mass
production plants would have higher, not a lower RFCit. We take up these two puzzles in turn.

                                                                                                                                                                 
probit error as having variance 1 x  CF(Sit,Tit)2 so that the correlation coefficient between the probit error and the CF equation
error is a constant.

1 Appendix II has a more precise statement of this identification argument. Note that, since our procedures are nonlinear, probit
coefficients in Table 2 need not be excactly equal to differences of CF - RFC coefficients in Table 4.
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4. THE VARIABLE PROFITS PUZZLE

Why doesn't variation in CF as T varies predict plant shutdown? Some economic force must
insulate the plants with high marginal cost from competition from the plants with low marginal
cost. An obvious candidate is product differentiation. We noted some anecdotes about the use of
mass versus craft production technology above that suggested mass and craft production
methods were used to build very different kinds of products. Further, studies of the postwar
industry suggest that limited substitution among these very different products leads to market
power, at least in the automobile part of the industry. This information led us to examine how
price and average variable cost vary in S and T in our period by estimating the two equations1

              Pit = Pt (Sit, Tit) + ε Pit           (5)
and

AVCit = AVCt (Sit, Tit) + ε AVCit'         (6)

We added the new equations (and one more to be described in Section Vl below) to our existing
model of the open/shut decision and of CF rather than estimate the sampsels independently2.
The remainder of the variance-covariance matrix is modelled in a straightforward way3.3'
Maximum likelihood estimates of the entire five equation system are presented in Table 5.

    see Table 5

The relationship between price and AVC can be seen in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Figure 3 shows
predicted average revenue and average variable cost in the logs. Figure 4 removes the segment
means, reporting only the variation predicted by the T's. Predicted price and cost vary together
in the logs4. This is true whether we look within-segment in Figure 4 or include
between-segment effects in Figure 3. We include the 45-degree line in Figure 4 to give a
quantitative idea of the price-cost relationship. A regression line through the scatter diagram
would have slope 1.23, i.e., price-cost margins are higher rather than lower for higher cost firms.

see Figures 3 and 4

This graph is obviously not the relationship one would obtain in an industry where firms with
heterogeneous costs sell the same product. Then, high-cost firms would necessarily have smaller
mangins. With product differentiation, higher-cost firms may also face different competitive
conditions than lowercost firms. In particular, the competition they face may be localized, i.e.,
primarily from other firms like themselves. This would arise because firms with higher costs
also systematically sell higher-quality products.

                                                
1 Each is specified log linear in the S and T variables. The errors are assumed to be homoscedastic nolmal but truncated by the

sample selection due to plant closure.
2 The sampsels yield starting values that are very close to the estimates in Table E below. But calculating the sampsels

independently inflates the statistics on the regressors. We therefore prefer the integrated model.
3 Numerical difficulties led us to force some small covariances to zero. The slope coefficients and their standard errors are

essentially unaffected and the time required to calculate LR tests drops dramatically.
σ
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As a result, they are under some competitive threat from lower-cost technologies, but the form
of that threat does not play out as zero or negative margins, or even as significantly smaller
price-cost margins than their more successful competitors.1

5. TECHNOLOGICAL SOURCES OF THE RECOVERABLE FIXED COSTS

Despite prices well above average variable cost, plants closed in large numbers. Our
decomposition model, using the profitability condition (1), attributes to these plants some
recoverable fixed costs that affected their shutdown behavior. In this section, we examine the
plant-level fixed assets that might explain the shutdown behavior. We will be particularly
interested in finding assets that are correlated with RFCit, These contain the economic
explanation of plant shutdown.

There are three categories of assets whose user costs might differentially affect shutdown of
plants using different technologies: physical capital, managerial human capital, and blue-collar
human capital.

Any of these could have positive user costs in the cyclical trough.2 Our reading of the historical
sources suggests that mass and craft production plants had different cost structures with respect
to each. Mass production plants were more capital-intensive. Because their operations were
more logistically complex, they were more intensive in salaried managers. Because they
exploited interchangeable parts more and appealed to customers more on grounds of low price
than on fit and finish, they used less skilled blue-collar workforces.

There are reasonable proxies for the first two of these in the Census data: installed horsepower
and headcount of salaricd managers. The third has no very direct proxies. The classic treatment
of labor as a quasi-fixed factor, Oi 1962, suggests that higher skilled workers are more
quasi-fixed and proposes the use of wage rates as a skill proxy. The quality of Census data on
motor vehicles wage rates is, unfortunately, badly compromised: the questions concern a week
during the annual model change-over. So that route is ruled out. But the apparent rigidity (or
flexibility) of blue-collar labor demand can serve as a non-accounting measure of
quasi-fixedness (or its absence). To generate a descriptive statistic about flexibility, we
estimated a "partial adjustment" log employment equation whose coefficients are linear
functions of the T's:

 E35 = E(T,Q35,E29)

     = e0 + eQ(T)Q35 + eE(T)E29 + ε E              (7)

Here E35 and Q35 are the logs of current employment and output, and E29 the log of plant
employment in that year. We treat the interactions between the T's and E35 and Q35 as
exogenous and assume the error in (5) to be normal except for truncation by plant shutdown.
Estimates are presented in the last two columns of Table 5, first eE, then eQ.
                                                
1 The postwar estimates in Bresnahan (1981) show that margins are larger for more expensive vehicles because there is less

competition among them. If Figure 4 had been drawn for automobiles in the postwar era, in which there was much less
technological heterogeneity, the constant of proportionality would have been about 1.3, only a bit highter than in Figure 4. This
rough and ready comparison suggests that competition from lower cost technologies had some but not much impact on plants
and firms using craft production technologies in the 30s.
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The purpose of this equation is to provide estimates that bear on flexibility/rigidity in SR labor
demand. Plants with high eE(T) and low eQ(T) have their current employment determined
primarily by lagged employment rather than current output. This is consistent with the view that
they are inflexible in their labor demand adjustment behavior. Inflexible plants may have a blue-
collar labor asset that they are hoarding.

There are two competing theories of the causes of variation in the adjustment coefficient. We
have suggested the literal-minded one, which is that low values show labor being treated as a
quasi-fixed factor. The alternative view is that large values show technical progress that
improved labor productivity. These are very different stories of competitive survival.

Both of these explanations are true, at least in part. We searched the industry and general
management trade journals as well as surviving firm archives for information about technical
progress in motor vehicle manufacturing during the Great Depression. Whi1e this method is
hardly likely to yield conclusive evidence, the results suggest that technical progress was largely
confined to mass production plants, or at least to the plants of firms that had already committed
to mass production technology.1

There is no evidence whatever of negative "technology shocks."2 So this must explain some of
the "faster adjustment" of those plants relative to craft plants. On the other hand, labor hoarding
dominates in the aggregate. Vehicles per wage earner month for the set of plants open in both
1929 and 193S fell from 2.49 to 1.92. So the inflexibility story of variety in the adjustment
coefficient must be more important in the aggregate than the incremental technical progress
story.

That leaves us with accounting measures of two of the three candidate assets, and with a
descriptive-regression measure of the third. We now consider, graphically, which of the three is
related to shutdown. The picture of the rapid period of transition to mass from craft production
that emerged above is one in which competition from mass production technologies left craft
production plants with sufficiently high prices to cover variable cost, but with insufficiently high
variable profit to cover their recoverable fixed costs i.e. the user cost of their unsunk fixed
assets. What was the character of these assets that drive estimated RFC? Figure 5 offers striking
insight into this. Its three panels show the relationships between predicted RFC (net of segment
means) and, respectively, horsepower, salary earners, and the blue-collar labor "adjustment
coefficient" from (7).The only serious candidate for a predictor of RFC is the adjustment
coefficient. Formal testing results confirm what is obvious in the figures: we cannot reject the

                                                
1 The more comprehensively mass producdon methods were been adopted and skill-intensive craft tasks forgone within a fum,

the easier it would have been to implement a speed-up. Within our Census industry, the famous speed-ups were at Big Three
plants. See, e.g., Cruden 1932, Sward 1948, pp. 354-355, and, more directly, the summaries of interview material in United
States National Recovery Administration 1935, Appendix B, Exhibit 19, pp. 9- 11. The reported Taylorization efforts were all
at Big Three plants. See Van Poppelen 1931 for an important example. There is also more overt data: almost all the reported
major investments in new productive equipment were in Big Three plants. On the substance of Chrysler investment in
Plymouth facilities, see Keller 1932, "Keep Shop Equipment Modem, Chrysler Says," Automotive Industries Vol. 67 (October
15, 1932), p. 473, and "Dodge 'Shoots the Works' in New Plymouth Plant," Automotive Industries Vol. 68 (February 4, 1933),
pp. 138-142. On Ford, see "Ingenious Equipment Speeds Up Production at Ford's Chester Export Plant," Automotive Industries
Vol. 67 (August 13, 1932) pp. 202-206, and "Precision Work Required in Casting the Ford V-8 Engine Block," Automotive
Industries       Vol. 67 (November 5, 1932), pp. 588-589. Over the course of our whole period Ford madetimany major capital
investments. See. e.g.. "New Ford Steel Plants Will Take Care of Daily Production of 3.000 Cars," Automotive Industries Vol.
71 (September 1, 1934), p. 248. "Ford Installing New Plate Glass-Making Equipment." Automotive Industries Vol. 71 (March
23, 1935), p. 408 suggests that the physical capital component of the program cost the company at least $ 23 million.

2 Marked short-run increasing returns to labor at craft plants is not plausible. As we remarked above, their technology was
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restriction that the T's enter the adjustment coefficient and RFCit proportionately (imposed in
the five equation model; restricted estimates not shown). The likely source of cross section
variation in RFC, and thus of a substantial part of plant shutdown behavior, therefore lies in
plants' relationships with blue collar labor.

see Figure 5

An economic explanation of why behavior over the transition to a new industry structure
departed from the survivorship model emerges from these results. The fixed assets of mass
production plants, most importantly physical capital, were largely dedicated and therefore sunk.
Thus no significant costs would be avoided by shutting the plants down. Their assets therefore
do not enter RFCit. The fixed assets of craft production plants, by comparison--most importantly
the value of their standing relationships with highly skilled blue collar labor--were not sunk.
They were, in fact, recoverable: there was an ongoing wage payment to the laborers. If the wage
was not paid, the plant-specific human capital asset would waste as workers drifted away to
other employers or even other lines of work. When demand returned, craft firms that had not
paid would not be able to respond.1

This finding is very suggestive for the analysis of the evolution of industry structure in general.
Our results show that the intermediate-run dynamics of industry structure were influenced by
forces other than long run efficiencies. The long run size of fixed costs was less relevant than
whether the costs were sunk or recoverable.

6. ALTERNATIVE (FINANCE AND SIMPLE MANAGERIAL) EXPLANATIONS

Financial constraints or purely managerial forces might conceivably have played an
important--and simpler--role in the shutdown decision. But as an empirical matter, neither
appears to offer a satisfactory explanation of the data. This section reports the tests in Table 6.

The (badly functioning) financial system might have shut down plants at all illiquid firms,
whatever their expected future revenue and cost streams. The financial constraints story is that
firms with deeper pockets will be much less likely to close plants, even with the same prospects,
as firms with fewer available liquid resources. Anecdotal evidence suggests capital markets
functioned better than this.2

 A given sum of cash would keep a smaller company afloat for longer than it would a larger
company. The right measure of constraint is therefore not total liquidity, but some ratio of liquid
assets to capital. We used 1929 values since later years' financial data may be more the result of
operating difficulties in the depression more than their cause. We used quick assets as the
numerator, and the firm's book value of real estate, plant, and equipment, as the denominator.
Firms owning 109 of the 211 plants operating in 1929 were listed. For firms not listed in
Moody's,    we set the ratio to one, adding a dummy variable for this class of firms.

                                                
1 This story is consistent with the facts of another change later in the Depression period, that of the shift to industrial unionism in

the industry. This transition must have left workers feeling very concerned, since what is "flexibility" to management is the
absence of security of employment and conditions to workers. Workers endured the privations of very difficult strikes later in
the decade to found the UAW.

2 Studebaker, for example, went bankrupt because its board persistently refused to cut its dividend. Eventually it ran out of cash.
But it remained a basically viable business. Ownership changed hands, senior management for the most part stayed in place,
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Comparing rows (a) and (b) in Table 6, we see that including these three variables increases the
likelihood by .65. The resulting likelihood ratio statistic of 1.3, distributed x2 (3) under the null
hypothesis of exclusion, does not lead to rejection of the null. So financial variables matter
little.1 Our analysis to this point has focused on the plant rather than the firm. There are some
important links between the plant and the firm. Most of the firms using mass production
techniques were centrally managed multiplant firms, not least because large volumes of output
required sophisticated marketing. All our results about RFCit might in principle be no more than
the differences in strategy between the new form of firm organization and the old. To test this,
we excluded all of the T's except the centrally managed dummy from RFCit. Comparing rows
(d) and (b) of Table 6, we see this restriction can be easily rejected.2 As with financial
explanations, simplistic managerial explanations are insufficient.

see Table 6

CONCLUSION: INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION & HISTORY

At the start of the Great Depression, the incomplete diffusion of mass production technology left
different motor vehicle firms in very different circumstances. Craft production firms, and the
craft production plants of diversified firms, had a very different set of competitive assets than
mass production plants. While the clustering was not perfect, MP and CP plants tended to differ
along product and labor relations dimensions as well as process ones. By the end of the Great
Depression, the stock of CP plants, and the single plant firms that tended to own them, was
greatly reduced. Our results show that this was not a simple weeding out of the inefficient.
Instead, dynamic--strategic forces were at work. The nature of those forces, and their timing,
hold valuable general lessons.

The first lesson concerns the origins of concentrated industry structure. Exiters had competitive
strengths, like high profit margin products, as well as competitive weaknesses. Our estimates
show their higher variable costs clearly, but also show that their product market power provided
them a great deal of insulation from price competition. While the probit part of the exit
decomposition model could be capturing expectations, available evidence points to a simpler
story. Plants whose fixed costs were sunk tended to be kept open compared to plants whose
costs were recoverable. This finding provides evidence that the extent to which fixed costs are
sunk is a critical determinant of industry structure.

We would not have noticed the sunk costs point if we had looked only at capital. The crucial
recoverable but (quasi-) fixed cost at CP plants was plant specific blue collar human capital.
Theories of sunk costs' strategic effects are typically written at a level of generality where the
asset could be anything, though it is sometimes labelled as a specific capital asset. For practical,
empirical work, labor market investments in matching and firm-specific training have the same
implications as investments in "real" capital.

                                                
1 We can make the financial variables more important for shutdown by either of two specification changes. If we include the Ts,

the likelihood ratio statistic rises to 2.64. (Compare rows (c) and (e)). Alternatively, if we include the three financial variables
in a single equation probit rather than the probit of a sample selection model, their coefficients increase. The financial variables
are correlated with later flow performance measures like CF. In the probit, the financial variables proxy for CF as well as for
financial effects.

2 Results using a Big 3 dummy instead of CMANAG are nearly identical.
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The other lesson concerns industry dynamics. The equilibrium attained in the long run depends
on the series of short run equilibria which lead up to it. In Motor Vehicles, a large demand shock
permanently shifted the supply curve of the industry by radically changing the composition of
heterogeneous suppliers. The industry had a concentrated structure, and substantial market
power, for decades afterward. While the complete consolidation of the Big Three's position took
some time (White, (1971)), the prewar events we study set the stage for the concentrated
postwar oligopol.

 APPENDICES

1. PROCEDURES FOR DATA EDITS NOT DESCRIBED IN TEXT

For most plants, CMANAG variable is the answer to the Census question: "Is this establishment
centrally managed?" The flagship plants of some centrally-managed multiplant firms, however,
answered the question "No." For example, Ford local assembly plants were correctly identified
as centrally managed. The River Rouge mother plant, was identified as not centrally managed.
Given the interpretation we want to place on answers to the question, the answer for the Rouge
plant was incorrect. This example is important in part because the Rouge plant was the largest in
the industry. But the pattern of incorrectness was surprisingly common among multi-plant firms.
On the other hand, the number of multi-plant firms was relatively small and the locations of
those companies' central management was either well-known from standard company histories
or obvious from      Moody's.    Reliable amendment was straightforward.

We constructed the index of vertical intergration. Once a year in this period,      Automotive
Industries    published a statistical issue that included tables giving the firm origins of the major
components of the new year's models of cars, trucks, and buses. Katz (1970) suggests a method
for calculating an index from these data. For each type of motor vehicle (car, truck, bus, taxi),
identify a canonical list of major components. Search the      Automotive Industries    Statistical Issue
tables to determine which of these components the firm made. Express this number in
percentage terms.1

It would have been desirable to weight the components by some measure of value, but no
satisfactory valuation data exist.

 We also calculated an obvious variant index, I -(Value Added/Revenue) defined at the plant
level. This seemed broadly similar, had less explanatory power in regressions, and seemed to us
to contain less of the cogent information. We therefore stuck with our own.

2. IDENTIFICATION OF NARAMETERS OF RFCit

We have a two equation sample selection model for plant open status and cash flow:

CF(Sit,Tit) + ε CFit  - RFC(Sit Tit) - ε RFCit ›0       (A1)

                                                
1 The point of this step is in part to put the different categories of vehicles onto a common basis. The tables for different
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CFit = CF(Sit,Tit)+  ε CFit                                   (A2)

The first equation determines whether we observe CF. When we do, we can estimate the second
equation. The issue is, what can be estimated in the RFC() function? The cross-equation
restrictions in the system tell us what can be identified: everything that is in the probit that is not
proportional to the prediction of CF. To see this, assume that both the CF() and RFC() functions
are linear and that the errors are normal.

Most applications of sample selection methods treat the parameters of the shutdown equation
CF(T,S, δ) - RFC(T,S, κ) -- in the linear case, [δ - κ] -- as nuisance parameters and focus on

getting a consistent estimate of δ. We are interested in κ  itself. It is clear δ is identified and σcf

is identified by from (**) (with correction for censoring). Now, take a diffuse view of the error
term, not imposing any normalizing assumption. Estimation of (Al) only ties down [δ−κ]/σo and

the correlation of the errors in (A 1) and (A2). As a result, κ is not completely identified. The

typical assumption in the literature is that σo=1. Our assumption (because of the

heteroscedasticity) is different. The point is, without tying down σo, the only testable hypotheses

concem departures of κ from     proportionality    to δ. And σo can only be assumed, not estimated.
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